IS YOUR WEBSITE SMART ENOUGH?

The right answer every time

Site selectors and businesses seeking online information about your location look for high-quality, up-to-date information. Keep your website visitors engaged and informed with robust, interactive, dynamic content that's easy to share and export. Our six stand-alone data tools can be embedded in any web page to deliver the trustworthy content they need.

Making websites more successful

1. Select Intelligent Component
2. Place it on your website
3. Watch it work for you 24/7

For more information:

 1-866-646 4GIS (4447)
 sales@gisplanning.com
 www.gisplanning.com

A service from the Financial Times
Our Intelligence Components offer a simple and elegant solution, by building smart content directly onto relevant website pages.

**DEMOGRAPHICS**
Offer robust, detailed, and interactive demographic information directly on your Demographics webpage.

**BUSINESSES**
Deliver an understanding of your business environment with interactive industry data.

**MAPPING**
Enable visualization of geographic information for education, local GIS layers, transportation, and infrastructure directly on dynamic maps.

**COMPARE**
Compare the data for communities in your region (city, county, state) with any other communities across the country.

**INFOGRAPHICS**
Provide a compelling snapshot of your location's data with Community Profile Infographics.

**TALENT POOL**
Detail talent pool and workforce data so site selectors and business owners can view, research, map, and share results.